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Collagen turnover: Introduction to C2C, C1,2C and CPII immunoassays.
Type II collagen is the predominant (by mass) collagen in hyaline cartilages including articular, whereas
type I collagen is the major collagen found, for example, in joint synovial and capsular tissues and in
tendon, ligament, bone and skin. These collagens are degraded mainly by collagenases as part of
physiology and this degradation is more pronounced in pathology.
Biomarkers are available to detect collagenase-mediated cleavage generated neoepitopes of fibrillar
collagens I and II in serum and synovial fluid. The C2C assay, previously called the Col2-3/4C long mono
assay (1), is specific for the detection of cartilage type II collagen cleavage products in serum and
synovial fluid. It has been used for urine in some cases although it was not designed for such analyses.
The assay for cleavage products of both types I and II collagens in serum and synovial fluid (C1,2C assay,
previously called Col2-3/4 C short assay) can also be used in urine (2). The serum assay for the cpropeptide of type II procollagen (3, a measure of its synthesis) is called the CPII assay. It can also be
used for synovial fluid.
Cleavage by collagenases is known to increase in arthritic articular cartilages in osteoarthritis (OA, 2) as
well as in inflammatory arthritis such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA, 1), psoriatic arthritis (PsA) and
ankylosing spondylitis (AS). In AS there is a primary involvement of spinal joint destruction where both
types I and II collagens mainly constitute the nucleus (type II) and surrounding annulus (types I and II) of
the intervertebral discs.
Initially, a competitive inhibition serum assay for C2C was created (C2C, 1) and used to study type II
collagen cleavage. Very recently a new C2C sandwich assay for urine was developed that detects a 45
mer peptide that is markedly increased in urines of OA patients (4). This new assay (IB-C2C-HUSATM)
detects little or no reactivity in serum but is capable of much better detection of the increase in type II
collagen cleavage observed in urine with onset of early degeneration of cartilage damage and OA (see
below).
With onset of increased cleavage in articular cartilages of type II collagen, such as in early OA, there is
an accompanying increased synthesis of this collagen by chondrocytes. This can be measured by the
release of the c-propeptide of type II procollagen using a competitive inhibition assay (3). But in OA this
newly synthesized collagen is quickly cleaved (5). Type II collagen cleavage and synthesis is a normally in
balance in healthy cartilage. In OA an increased emphasis on degradation (C2C) over synthesis (CPII),
depicted by the C2C : CPII or C1,2C : CPII ratios, is a reflection of arthritic changes favouring cartilage
degradation and loss. (6). Recent studies have indicated that in both normal and OA cartilages
degradation of the newly synthesized collagen is what is mainly detected by the sC2C assay (ARPoole, J
Cibere et al, submitted).
These assays were designed for use in human studies. But there are examples of their application to
analyses of joint fluids, sera and urines in experimental studies in animals. Examples of these and human
usage are also described below.
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Human studies of osteoarthritis using competitive inhibition serum assays
Using MRI, positive correlations were observed between the C2C serum assay and male OA knee T2
images (7). MRI and radiographic analysies of a large population-based cohort with symptomatic knee
pain were used to identify patients with and without pre-radiographic knee cartilage degeneration (preROA) as well as those with radiographic knee OA (ROA). The risk of ROA versus no OA increased with
increasing urine levels of C2C and C1,2C and was reduced in association with high levels of CPII (8). The
risk of pre-POA versus no OA increased with increasing urine levels of C2C and C1,2C. However, the
ratios of urine measures of sC2C or sC1,2C to sCPII were better than individual biomarkers at
differentiating the subgroups. Serum analyses of these degradation biomarkers failed to distinguish
between the different groups. Also, there were no correlations between serum and urine
measurements with the sC2C and sC1,2C assays. This pointed to the fact that the cleavage neoepitopecontaining fragments were different in serum and urine.
Others have also found that early radiographic onset of knee OA is accompanied by increases in serum
C2C and C2C:CPII and a decrease in CPII (9). In those patients with no radiographic OA changes but with
knee pain C2C and CPII were increased pointing to early changes in cartilage turnover that are
characteristic of degeneration.
When knee or hip OA patients were haplotyped , the C2C, CPII and the C2C: CPII ratio were significantly
increased in sera of OA patients carrying the haplogroup H compared to OA carriers of the J haplogroup
(10). Recent studies of sera of knee OA patients revealed that the serum C2C assay levels were increased
in these patients compared to controls (11). Improved identification of early OA should be seen in future
with combined use of such biomarkers and haplotyping.
Patients with hip OA also exhibit differences in serum levels of C2C and CPII according to the group
analyzed, namely only hip OA, multiple site OA and unilateral hip OA (12). The latter group exhibited a
significant inverse correlation between minimum joint space width and serum C2C.
Treatment studies in patients with knee OA receiving oral salmon calcitonin revealed a significant
reduction in urine C2C, not seen in the placebo group, that was accompanied by a significant
improvement in joint function (13). MMP-13 levels were also decreased, a collagenase thought to be
mainly responsible for generation of the C2C neoepitope (5).
In investigations of the progression of knee OA, the ratios of C2C: CPII and C1,2C: CPII both show an
almost significant relationship to radiographic assessment of disease progression not seen with the
individual biomarkers (14). This again points to the importance of measuring the balance between type
II collagen degradation and synthesis as we shall see below when using the new IB-C2C-HUSATM urine
assay.
A review of serological biomarkers of erosive and non-erosive hand osteoarthritis Ramonda et al
concluded that C1,2C (Col2-3/4 C short) was one of the most useful and most discriminatory biomarkers
for the study of hand OA (15).
Studies of intervertebral disc space narrowing in patients with OA of the lumbar spine revealed
significant differences in serum CPII and C2C between different levels of severity (16).
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Patients at risk for OA following knee ACL injury with or without abnormal joint space width (JSW, to
detect loss of or damage to articular cartilage) showed an increased ratio of urine C1,2C: serum CPII
compared to controls at 1 and 4 year follow-up (17). Those with abnormal JSW had increased uCTX-II:
serum CPII compared to controls. The latter may reflect early osteophyte formation in view of the main
origin of this biomarker in calcified cartilages (18) and association with the turnover of calcified tissues
(19).
In another study following knee ACL rupture, in which baseline serum pre-injury samples were available,
subsequent serum changes in C2C, C1,2C, CPII and CS846 (the aggrecan synthesis biomarker) were
observed compared to age-related changes in uninjured controls: these indicated alterations in
cartilage matrix turnover induced by the injury (20). The same group has importantly discovered that
patients at much increased risk for ACL rupture (ORs range 10-20 fold according to the biomarker) can
be identified prior to injury by pre-injury differences in serum C2C, C1,2C and CPII (S. Svoboda, K.
Cameron et al, submitted). This suggests fundamental genetic and/or gait related differences in cartilage
metabolism, measurement of which offers new ways of potentially avoiding sports and other causes of
knee injuries.
Recommendations on the use of molecular biomarkers in the development of drugs intended for the
treatment of OA that have been submitted to the FDA include the IBEX biomarkers C2C, C1,2C, CPII and
CS846 (21). These and other recommended biomarkers, with the addition of the new IB-C2C-HUSATM
assay, are now the subject of further study of their ability to identify disease onset and progression as
part of the NIH public/private OA initiative involving the Foundation for NIH and industry.
Animal studies of experimental and natural osteoarthritis using competitive inhibition assays
Although these assays were developed for human studies based upon human neoepitope sequences
and proteins, close similarities and identities in sequences across species has enabled their use in a
number of animal biomarker studies as a result of species cross-reactivity of antibodies. Some of these
are described here.
In equine studies of osteochondral injuries, synovial fluid (SF) analyses with sC2C revealed increases in
injured joints that correlated with the severity of injury (22).
In early OA in horses, synovial fluid (SF) levels of C1,2C, CPII and the IBEX assay for aggrecan synthesis CS
846 were all increased (23). In sera these same biomarkers were also elevated in OA compared to
exercised horses without OA. (23).
Induction of unilateral OA in dogs is accompanied by elevations in C2C in SF starting at 3 weeks followed
by serum C2C at 12 weeks (24). Again, serum CS846 was also elevated at 3 and 12 weeks. In natural
onset of OA in dogs, SF C2C is also elevated compared to unaffected dogs (25).
Murine osteoarthritis has also been studied with these biomarkers revealing elevations of serum C2C
(26). In guinea pigs, onset of natural OA in the Hartley strain is accompanied at 4 months of age by an
early elevation of the ratio of serum levels of C2C: CPII compared to strain 13 which is OA resistant (27).
Elevations of SF C2C, as well as MMP-13 that can generate the C2C neoepitope, also occur in Hartleys
and even greater increases in the Hartley strain that underwent ACL section to produce more severe OA
(28).
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Human studies of erosive inflammatory arthritis (IA) using the competitive inhibition assays
Unlike most cases of OA, patients with IA, such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA), usually involves multiple
joints and therefore the contribution of pathological extracellular cartilage collagen turnover is likely
much greater to the circulating pool of degradation products.This provides more discrimination of
disease presence and activity. Initial analyses of sera from patients with RA revealed increases in the C2C
neoepitope (1). Subsequent serum analyses showed that compared to RA patients with slow
radiographic changes, those with rapid radiographic progression (aggressive disease) had persistently
elevated levels in sera of C1,2C, C2C and CS846 but not CPII over a 4 year period. The values after one
year predicted subsequent progression, especially in the case of C2C (29).
In a biologic treatment study of patients with IA, examination of the balance between type II collagen
(C2C) and type I collagen (C1,2C) degradation products and synthesis of type II collagen (CPII) has
revealed that after 1 month of treatment changes in these three biomarkers predicted radiographic
outcome in 88% of patients after 1 year (30). In a biologic treatment study with infliximab, serum levels
of the ratio C2C : CPII were decreased on treatment, compared to baseline, in early RA regardless of the
EULAR response grade (31). The change in C2C: CPII over 54 weeks correlated with the change in DAS28
levels, radiographic progression and patient function (HAQ). But C2C: CPII remained unchanged in
established RA.
Studies of other types of IA have also shown differences in these collagen biomarkers. In psoriatic
arthritis, increased levels of CPII : C2C were observed compared to those with psoriasis without joint
disease (32). Patients with ankylosing spondylitis (AS) treated with etanercept for 16 weeks revealed a
reduction in serum C2C and an increase in serum CS 846 (33). In another similar study patients treated
with etanercept also exhibited a decrease in C2C after 12 months: after 24 months CPII was increased
(34). Both studies point to less cartilage damage (reduced C2C) and onset of reparative responses
reflected by increases in CS846 and CPII.
The value of serum measurements in RA and other inflammatory diseases, copared to their more limited
value in OA, is most likely due to the greater number of diseased joints involved that contribute to the
serum pool.
Animal studies of experimental IA
In a rat model of IA using streptococcal cell wall induced polyarthritis, serum C2C increases with onset of
acute and more so in chronic disease. These increases are much reduced with treatment of the arthritis
(35). Rabbits with monoarticular IA also show an increase in C2C in joint fluids of the affected stifle joint,
but not in serum (36), probably because the change in the rabbit is monoarticular.
Development of a new urine IB-C2C-HUSATM sandwich assay by IBEX that is proving to be of much
greater value in OA than the serum assay.
With availability of Mass-Spec information detailing the structure of a type II collagen C2C neoepitopecontaining peptide that is increased in urines of OA patients (4), a new sandwich assay has been
developed by IBEX to specifically measure in urine the OA pathology-related 45 mer peptide containing
the C2C neoepitope.
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Initial studies with this assay reveal that it detects the generation of a pathology-related cartilage
collagen peptide in urine although little or no reactivity is seen in serum. This urinary peptide is
progressively increased with onset and progression of cartilage degeneration in a population-based
cohort examined radiologically and by MRI. Importantly, in this cohort it can discriminate between the
normal knee, pre-radiologic articular cartilage degeneration and radiologic OA in a superior manner to
that seen with the C2C competitive inhibition assay applied to the same urine samples. Moreover, the
new assay alone is also more predictive of the progression of cartilage degeneration compared to the
C2C assay for urine (AR Poole, J Cibere et al, submitted). In this same study there was no correlation
between the serum C2C assay and the IB-C2C-HUSATM urine assay, revealing their distinctness. A
previous study with the C2C assay also revealed a lack of correlation between serum and urine
measurements with C2C in the same patient (8).
This new assay has also been used to examine urine values in patients where knee cartilage lesions were
observed. In patients with Outerbridge grade II or higher clear increases were detected (37). The new
urine assay produces similar results to those obtained earlier by analyses with C2C of synovial fluids in
patients with pre-radiographic cartilage degeneration characterized by Outerbridge grade II and higher
grade lesions; here the number of lesions correlated directly with the C2C level (38). In the study by
Tamm et al (37), there was also a positive correlation of IB-C2C-HUSATM results and joint symptoms as
well as joint function. These correlations were strongest when IB-C2C-HUSATM was expressed per
creatinine.
We await application of this new urine assay to patients with RA and others with inflammatory arthritis
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